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a b s t r a c t

The distribution network operator is usually responsible for improvement of efficiency and reliability of
the network. This paper proposes a framework to demonstrate the impact of renewable energy sources
(RESs), energy storage systems (ESSs), demand response (DR) and reconfiguration on the optimal sharing
of energy. The proposed model determines the optimal locations of RESs, ESSs and DR in the distribution
network to minimize simultaneously the cost of energy procurement and energy not supplied. A multi-
objective optimization problem is formulated with a mixed-integer second-order cone programming
model and ε-constraint method is used to generate Pareto optimal solutions. The network reconfigu-
ration is also considered to optimize the power flow by changing the network topology. The proposed
model is implemented on the IEEE standard 33-bus radial test system, and solved by General Algebraic
Modeling System (GAMS) optimization software. According to the simulation results, the proposed
framework is beneficial both from the reliability and economic perspectives.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

1.1. Background and motivations

In recent years, application of distributed energy resources such
as wind, solar etc, has been increased to reinforce the distribution
systems (DSs) from different aspects such as better reliability,
higher power quality, voltage profile enhancement, total cost
minimization, etc. On the other hand, distributed generations (DGs)
such as photo-voltaic (PV), wind turbine (WT) and energy storage
system (ESS) are expected to play an important role in future
electricity supply and low cost energy systems. A DS, however, is
relatively less expensive than a transmission system and the out-
ages in a typical DS have usually localized effects [1]. However,
being reported that the DS is the main contributor to the unavail-
ability of energy supply to the end-users, significant attention
should be paid to its reliability enhancement [2]. The objective of
reliability improvement of DSs stands for the reduction of the fre-
quency and duration of energy interruptions that affect the
ooshmand), rabiee@znu.ac.ir
customers [3]. This is generally achieved through network auto-
mation, efficiently designed protection schemes, proper re-closing
and switching, fault prediction techniques, efficiently organized
and fast repair teams and the improvement of the dependability of
single components [4]. Using optimal placement of energy gener-
ation/management options such as WT, PV, ESS and DR as well as
DS reconfiguration (DSR), the unnecessary active power flow in
distribution feeders will be reduced.
1.2. Literature survey

According to the existing literature, numerous scientific works
have been proposed to see different features of optimal WT, PV, ESS
and DR placement and scheduling under different loading condi-
tions by considering different objectives. The current literature,
mainly focused on traditional objectives. For example, in Ref. [5]
particle swarm algorithm and fuzzy-based optimization technique
are proposed to minimize the operation cost and the net emission,
simultaneously. In Ref. [6], optimal DR and ESS scheduling is
studied to minimize the loss payment. A new particle swarm
optimization is proposed in Ref. [7] in order to determine the
optimal DG locations, size, and the contract price of the DGs'
generated power. The proposed method seeks to voltage profile
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Nomenclature

Sets & Indices
i Index for network buses
l Index for network feeders
t Index for operation intervals
Ul Set of lines in distribution network
UESS Set of nodes containing ESS
UDR Set of nodes participating in demand response
Un Set of all network nodes
Ut Set of time periods

Variables
EPC Energy procurement Cost ($)
CENS Cost of Energy Not Supplied ($)
ENSt Energy Not Supplied at time period t

ðP=QÞGi;t Active/reactive power generation in node i at time
period t

ðP=QÞwi;t Active/reactive power injection of node i at time
period t with WT

ðP=QÞri;t Active/reactive power injection of node i at time

period t with PV

ðP=QÞD=Gi;t Active/reactive demand of node i at time period t

with demand response
zESSi Binary decision variable for installation of ESS at node

i
zDRi Binary decision variable indicating whether node i

participates in DR or not
zwi Binary decision variable for installation ofWTat node

i
zri Binary decision variable for installation of PV at node

i
zrl Binary decision variable to model the on/off status of

feeder l

Pch=dchi;t Charge/discharge power of ESS at node i at time

period t
ESi;t Energy stored in ESS at node i at time period t

ðP=QÞneti;t Net active/reactive power injection to node i at time
period t with demand response

Il;t Current flowing through the line l at time t
Vi;t Voltage magnitude at node i at time t (pu)
xi;t Demand response decision variable of node i at time

period t

Parameters
Ul Average repair time of branch l [h]
ll Failure rate of branch l [failures/year]
VOLLt Value of lost load at time t
kt Pool market price at time t in day ahead market

($/MWh)

MNESS Maximumnumber of nodes allowed to install the ESS

MNDR Maximum number of nodes allowed to participate in
demand response

MNw Maximum number of nodes allowed to install the
wind plant

MNr Maximum number of nodes allowed to install the PV
Vmin=max Maximum/minimum voltage magnitude
Imax
l Maximum feeder of l capacity

ESmax=min
i Maximum/minimum energy stored at node i

Pch;max=min
i Maximum/minimum power charge of ESS at node i

Pdch;max=min
i Maximum/minimum power discharge of ESS at

node i
hch=dch Efficiency of charging and discharging of ESS (%)

ðP=QÞD0i;t Initial active/reactive demand of node i at time period
t without demand response

c�=þ
i coefficients for modeling the lower/upper limits of

Wind plant reactive power outputs

Fw=r
t Forecasting output of WT & PV at time period t(%)

Lw=r Rated active power of WT & PV connected to node i

xmax=min
i Maximum/minimum demand flexibility at node i
Rl Resistance of linel
Xl Reactance of line l

Abbreviations
DSR Distribution system reconfiguration
DG Distributed generation
DR Demand response
CENS Cost of Energy not supplied
WT Wind turbine
EPC Energy procurement cost
LFB Line flow-based
MISO Midcontinent independent system operator
DNO Distribution network operator
RES Renewable energy source
PV Photo-voltaic
ESS Energy storage system
VOLL Value of lost load
ORESA-DSR Optimal RES allocation and DS reconfiguration
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and stability improvement, loss reduction, and reliability
enhancement. A novel energy storage systemwas also proposed in
Ref. [8] to achieve cost reduction in hardware manufacturing and
efficiency improvement. The method proposed in Ref. [9] finds the
optimal size and location of wind farms (WFs) based on a sensi-
tivity analysis to improve voltage stability margin. As it can be seen,
some traditional objective functions such as active/reactive power
losses, voltage deviation and total cost have been the main focus of
all above works.

DSR is to modify the topological structure of distribution feeders
by changing open/closed status of sectionalizing switches. This is
an effective tool to improve the operational indices of DSs, such as
power loss reduction [10], load balancing [11], etc. The
quantification of reliability in order to be considered as an objective
has been studied in several researches. According to the literature
[2e4], the DSR with respect to enhancement of reliability emerges
as a promising operational strategy to be considered together with
the aforementioned aims, both in planning and operation phases.

It is desirable to use an AC power flow model in power system
operation and planning problems [12], since it is well capable to
precisely describe the real power system behavior. However, an
operation or planning problem based on AC power flow constraints
is formulated as a non-convex and nonlinear optimization problem.
Its computation burden is huge and only local optimal solutions
could be found. Therefore, AC power flow-basedmodels may not be
suitable for large-scale systems with considerable uncertainties of
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renewable energies. The unit commitment model which is
currently solved in midcontinent independent system Operator
(MISO) cannot reach a zero optimality gap even using linear opti-
mization models, let alone using the nonlinear optimization
models [13]. On the other hand, the DC power flow models have
been proposed and widely used for power system planning, which
is formulated as a mixed integer programming model and can be
efficiently solved by commercial solvers. But, the DC models ignore
the reactive power balance, voltage magnitude constraints and
power losses [14]. As an alternative ACmodel, line flow-based (LFB)
model has been proposed in Ref. [15]. The LFB model directly uses
bus voltage magnitudes and line power flows as independent var-
iables and thus the power loss and voltage can be effectively
considered. The LFB model has also a good convergence charac-
teristic and computational efficiency, which make it favorable for
large-scale nonlinear and mixed integer models related to opera-
tion and planning of DSs. In this context, in Ref. [16] a convexmodel
for active distribution network planning is proposed by integration
of ESSs. In Ref. [17], an active distribution network planning model
is presented by incorporating PV inverter control schemes without
inclusion of ESSs. Also [18], presents a convex optimization model
for distributed energy storage planning and operation. In Ref. [19], a
second order conic programming (SOCP) model is proposed based
on the information gap decision theory (IGDT) to maximize load
pickup considering the uncertainty of load increment. Recently,
several methods have been proposed to convexify the OPF [16e20].

Recently, Demand response (DR) or load flexibility has been
offered as a dependable resource option for balancing supply and
demand [21]. According to the definition by US department of
energy, “DR provides an opportunity for consumers to play a signifi-
cant role in the operation of the electric grid by reducing or shifting
their electricity usage during peak periods in response to time-based
rates or other forms of financial incentives”.

Various applications of DR are outlined in Refs. [21,22]. Di
Somma et al. in Ref. [23], presented a stochastic programming
model for the optimal scheduling of distributed energy resources.
The main aim of the study is to reduce energy cost and CO2 emis-
sion while, satisfying time-varying user demand. The potential of
demand response on isolated hybrid renewable energy systems, in
order to optimize the system's dispatch by minimizing the opera-
tion costs and the peak demand is analysis in Ref. [24]. In Ref. [25],
an analysis has been performed on the effects of DR on voltage
profile improvement during peak loading condition and loss
reduction in distribution networks. Also [26], addresses the appli-
cation of DR at PV-penetrated DSs. However, most previous works
have not considered the impact of DR on DSR. Table 1 is a summary
Table 1
Comparison of existing literature with the proposed model.

Reference Non-convex
model

convex
model

DSR DG

[2e4] ✓ ✓

[5,27] ✓ ✓

[6,22] ✓ ✓

[7] ✓ ✓

[9] ✓ ✓

[10,11] ✓ ✓

[12,28] ✓

[16] ✓ ✓ ✓

[18] ✓ ✓

[19] ✓

[29] ✓ ✓

[20] ✓

[23,24,26,30] ✓ ✓

[31] ✓

Proposed ✓ ✓ ✓
of the existing literature and differences between them and the
state of the art.
1.3. Contributions

This paper presents a multi-objective energy management
model for DSs while considering the cost of energy not supplied
(CENS) and energy procurement cost (EPC) as competitive objec-
tives, which reflect the reliability and economic perspectives of DSs.
DSR is employed along with WTs, PVs, ESSs and DR participation to
optimize the energy consumption in the network for a given
operation horizon. The proposed optimal RES allocation and DS
reconfiguration (ORESA-DSR) model is formulated as a mixed-
integer second order cone programming (MISOCP) problem,
which is convex and computationally efficient. The gap that this
paper tries to fill is how the combination of DR, RESs, ESSs and DSR
can reduce the EPC and CENS, simultaneously.
1.4. Paper organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses
the proposed ORESA-DSR model. The detailed description of the
proposed convex optimizationmodel is presented in this section. In
Section 3 the case study and a comprehensive sensitivity analysis is
done to investigate different aspects of the proposed ORESA-DSR
model. Finally, the paper conclusions are outlined in Section 4.
2. Description of the proposed ORESA-DSR model

2.1. Basic concept of the proposed model

The proposed ORESA-DSR model provides a convex optimiza-
tion model with an optimal global solution. The developed ORESA-
DSR will make it possible for the distribution network operator
(DNO) to adequately schedule the energy supply sources, with a
variety of options such as RESs and consumer participation in the
context of DR program. The concept of the proposed ORESA-DSR
model is illustrated in Fig. 1. Given that DNO schedules for a 24-h
period, according to Fig. 1, the inputs are the forecasts of DGs
available capacity and load demand. Based on the input values of
load forecast data [6], and the forecast data of PV/WT available
capacity [22,30], the outputs of the proposed ORESA-DSR frame-
work are the optimal allocation (placement and schedule) of a va-
riety of renewable resources, the demand response program and
the optimal topology of the network.
ESS DR Reliability
maximization

EPC or Loss
minimization

✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓

✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓ ✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓ ✓

✓

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓



Fig. 1. Conceptual description of the proposed ORESA-DSR method.
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2.2. Mathematical formulation of the proposed ORESA-DSR

The energy management problem in a typical DS is to allocate
optimal power generation schedules as well as suitable allocation
of ESSs and DR in such as way that both the power procurement
cost of the DS and the reliability cost of the grid are minimized
simultaneously, while satisfying several operational and physical
constraints. The optimal power flow problem (OPF) is generally
nonlinear program (NLP) optimization problem. When dealing
with the placement of RESs, ESSs and DR, it becomes mixed-integer
nonlinear (MINLP), which is generally hard to solve. Because of the
non-convex nature of the AC OPF model, the conventional
nonlinear optimization methods and meta-heuristic methods
cannot guarantee the convergence of the solution methodology as
well as global optimality. By applying some relaxations, it is
possible to convert the NLP model of AC-OPF problem to a convex
model. In this paper, by utilizing a proper relaxation technique, the
NLP model AC-OPF model is relaxed to a second-order-cone pro-
gramming (SOCP) model. Since the proposed ORESA-DSR model
consists of placement variables which are inherently binary vari-
ables, a mixed-integer second-order-cone programming (MISOCP)
model will be developed in the following. It has been shown that
the MISOCP has better convergence and in the case of feasible
search space, it converges the global optimal solution. The math-
ematical formulation of the proposed ORESA-DSR model based on
the MISOCP is expressed as follows.

2.2.1. Objective functions
The DGs are optimally allocated in the DS by simultaneously

minimizing two objective functions, in a multi-objective optimi-
zation model. These objective functions are described as follows.

Energy procurement cost: The DNO is responsible for energy
procurement from the day-ahead electricity market. The day-ahead
market mechanism is followed in many countries such as Ireland,
Greece and Poland [32]. In this framework, the electricity prices are
set based on market clearing mechanism one day in advance of
actual operation of the system. The DNO is assumed to be price
taker. However, in some regulatory frameworks like Nordic coun-
tries the real time and intra-day balancing market [33] is used. The
energy procurement cost (EPC) of the system is expressed as
follows.

EPC ¼
X
t2Ut

X
i2Un

�
PGi;t þ

�
Pdchi;t � Pchi;t

�
þ
�
PDi;t � PD0i;t

�

þPwi;t þ Pri;t
i
� kt

(1)

where, kt is the electricity price of utility at time slot t. The EPC
consists of the cost of energy purchase from the upstream network,
ESS, DR action, and RES at time t. It is obvious that the proper
location and scheduling of the energy management options (i.e.
RESs, ESS and DR) can decrease energy cost paid in the system.

Reliability index: distribution system as the last link between
the production part and the consumers plays an important role to
improve the reliability and power quality of the supply. In com-
parison with the generation and transmission networks, the dis-
tribution system is cheap and outages/failures of this part have a
local impact on the consumers. Nevertheless, according to the
failure statistics, the distribution systems have the most influence
to the unavailability of supply to the consumers [31].

Energy not supplied (ENS) is one of the main system oriented
reliability indices used for power systems. This index means the
volume of energy that is lost as a result of faults or failures on the
network. In this paper, cost of cost of ENS (CENS) is considered as an
objective function, in addition to EPC. In DSs CENS is mainly related
to the failure rate of branches. The DNO aims to reduce CENS as
much as possible, since the interruption of customer loads, forces
the DNO to pay value of lost load (VOLL) to the affected customers.
CENS is defined as follows.

ENS ¼
X
i

FORi � Dii2set of Failures (2)

FORi ¼
li � Ui

8760
i2set of Failures (3)

where Di is the total active power of load not supplied during
failure i. Also, FOR, li and Ui are respectively the forced outage rate,
failure rate (in failure/year) and repair time (in hours) of a branch
which leads to the i-th failure.

To be able to calculate this index in the proposed ORESA-DSR
approach, it should be rewritten as a function of absolute power
flowing through the branch, in time t.

ENSt ¼
X
l2Ul

FORl
��Pl;t�� (4)

where FORl is the FOR of the l-th branch. The most commonway to
linearize the above expression of ENS, is to use positive auxiliary
variables. For example, suppose the absolute value of variable x is
required. By defining positive variables xþ and x�, the constraints
(5)e(10) yield the absolute value of variable x, as follows.

���x��� ¼ xþ þ x� (5)

x ¼ xþ � x� (6)

0 � xþ � M � zþ (7)

0 � x� � M � z� (8)

zþ þ z� ¼ 1 (9)

zþ; z�2f0;1g (10)

whereM in (7) and (8) is a sufficiently big positive constant (Big-M).
Also, zþ=� are binary variables. Hence, using the above linearization
for

��Pl;t��, the CENS could be expressed as follows.

CENS ¼
X
t2Ut

ENSt � VOLLt (11)
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where VOLLt is the value of lost load at time t.

2.2.2. Problem constraints
2.2.2.1. Network reconfiguration constraints. The radial distribution
network graph has a tree structure without any loops. The total
number of lines equals the number of buses minus one [15].
Equation (12) guarantees that the tree structure for the DS.
X
l2Ul

zrl ¼ Un � 1 (12)

2.2.2.2. Power flow equations. As it is aforementioned, in order to
develop a convex optimizationmodel for the proposed ORESA-DSR,
LFB model is used to characterize AC power flow equations as fol-
lows [15].

ci2Un; c t2Ut ; c l 2Ul :X
l2Ul

AliP
net
l;t ¼ PGi;t þ Pwi;t þ Pri;t � PDi;t � Pchi;t þ Pdchi;t

�
X
l2Ul

BliRlJl;t

(13)

X
l2Ul

AliQ
net
l;t ¼ QG

i;t þ Qw
i;t � QD

i;t �
X
l2Ul

BliXlJl;t

��
1� zrl

�
M � Uj;t � 2

X
l2Ul

Blj
�
RlP

net
l;t þ XlQ

net
l;t

�

(14)

�Ui;t þ
�
R2l þ X2

l

�
Jl;t �

�
1� zrl

�
M (15)

�
Pnetl;t

�2 þ �
Qnet

l;t

�2 ¼ Jl;tUi;t c Ali >0 (16)

�
Vmin

�2 � Ui;t � ðVmaxÞ2 (17)

0 � Jl;t �
�
Imax
l

�2 (18)

where;Ui;t ¼ V2
i;t & Jl;t ¼ I2l;t :

Also, since only the connection to the upstream network is
possible via the substation, the following constraint should be
considered:

PGi;t ¼
�

PUpst i2Us;
0 otherwise

	
(19)

QG
i;t ¼

�
QUps

t i2Us;
0 otherwise

	
(20)

Pnetl;t , Qnet
l;t in (2.2.2) and (14) are active/reactive power flow

through line l at time t, respectively. Also, (2.2.2) describes the
voltage transmit along the branch where the voltage drop on the
line is quadratically related to the active/reactive power, voltage
and line conductance. Equation (16) is nodal relationship between
power, voltage and current. (17) and (18) describe the lower/upper
bounds of quadratic bus voltage (Ui;t) and line current (Jl;t) at time t.

Ali is lj-th element of the bus-line incidence matrix, which is
equal to 1, if bus i is the sending bus of line l, �1 if bus i is the
receiving bus of line l, and 0 otherwise. Also, Bli is the modified Ali
with all ‘þ1’ set to 0.
In this paper Big-M concept is employed to represent the
network reconfiguration concept. When the line is open, zrl ¼ 0 ,
then equation (2.2.2) will be relaxed. If zrl ¼ 1, then the voltage
drop constraint must be satisfied.

Besides, ðP=QÞGi;t and ðP=QÞwi;t in (2.2.2) and (14) are the active
and reactive power injected to the network by the upstream grid

and WTs. It is obvious that ðP=QÞGi;t are only non-zero in the nodes

connected to the upstream grid. Besides, Pri;t is the power injected

by PV cells. Un;Ul are the set of system nodes and branches,

respectively. Pchi;t , P
dch
i;t are the charged/discharged power of ESS in

(2.2.2).
It is observed that some of the power flow constraints are

linearized or convexified, except (16), which is remained non-
convex. To convexify this constraint, conic relaxation technique
[34] is utilized to relax it to the following inequality constraint.

�
Pnetl;t

�2 þ �
Qnet

l;t

�2 � Jl;tUi;t c Ali >0 (21)

Now, the above relaxed ORESA-DSR model is a special case of
MISOCP problems. MISOCP optimization problems can be solved
efficiently by high performance commercial solvers, such as CPLEX,
GUROBI, MOSEK, etc. [35].

The sufficient conditions under which the above relaxation is
exact have been exploited deeply in Refs. [36,37]. Roughly speaking,
if the bus voltages is kept around the nominal value and the power
injection at each bus is not too large, then the relaxation of (16) to
(21) is exact, i.e. the global solution of the MISOCP-based ORESA-
DSR is also a global optimal solution of the original non-convex
ORESA-DSR model. In this paper, the sufficient conditions speci-
fied in Ref. [37] hold for the distribution grid and thus we focus on
solving the MISOCP-based ORESA-DSR problem.

Finally, using the technique presented by ((5)e(10)) the absolute
value of the active power flowing through a branch is obtained by
(22) and (26):

c t2Ut ; c l 2Ul����Pnetl;t

���� ¼
�
Pnetl;t

�þ þ
�
Pnetl;t

�� (22)

Pnetl;t ¼
�
Pnetl;t

�þ �
�
Pnetl;t

��
(23)

0 �
�
Pnetl;t

�þ � M ztot;l (24)

0 �
�
Pnetl;t

�� � M zfromt;l (25)

ztot;l þ zfromt;l ¼ zrl (26)

Due to the non-linearity of constraint (4), it is linearized using

constraints (22)e(26). ztot;l and zfromt;l are binary variables which show

the direction of power flow in the line l at time t. When the line l is
open, i.e. zrl ¼ 0, then the constraints (24) and (25) will be equal 0.
When the line is closed, i.e. zrl ¼ 1 , then one of the constraints (24)
or (25) will be non-zero and the absolute value of power flowing
through line l could be determined by (22).
2.2.2.3. WT and PV constraints. The WT and PV scheduling con-
straints could be expressed as follow:
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ci2Un; c t2Ut ; c l 2Ul :
0 � Pwi;t � Fw

t �Lw
i � zwi

(27)

c�i � Pwi;t � Qw
i;t � cþi � Pwi;t (28)

0 � Pri;t � Fr
t �L

r
i � zri (29)

X
i2Un

zwi � MNw (30)

X
i2Un

zri � MNr (31)

Equations (27) and (28) are the active and reactive power gen-
eration limits of the WT connected to bus i in time t, respectively.
Also, (29) is the PV active power generation limit. zwi and zri in (30)
and (31) are the binary variables specify the presence (if equal 1) or
absence (if equal 0) of WT and PV connected to bus i, respectively.
Equations (30) and (31) models the maximum number of WTs and
PVs that could be installed in the network.
2.2.2.4. ESS constraints. The ESS technical operating constraints to
be satisfied (ci2UESS;ct2Ut) are as follows.

ESi;t ¼ ESi;t�1 þ


hch Pchi;t �

1
hdch

Pdchi;t

�
Dt (32)

ESmin
i � ESi;t � ESmax

i (33)

Pch;min
i zESSi � Pchi;t � Pch;max

i zESSi (34)

Pdch;min
i zESSi � Pchi;t � Pdch;max

i zESSi (35)

X
i2Un

zESSi � MNESS (36)

where UESS is the set of nodes which are equipped with ESS. The
energy stored in a ESS in time t and bus i, ESi;t , depends on its stored
energy in time t � 1 and its charge and discharge states at time t

(i.e. Pchi;t ;P
dch
i;t ). This relationship is described in (32). hch and hdch are

the charge and discharge efficiencies, respectively. The stored en-

ergy in ESS should be kept between specific limits (ESmax=min
i ) as

enforced by (33). The charge and discharge limits of ESS are given in
(34) and (35), respectively. Also, (36)models themaximumnumber
of ESSs that could be scheduled in the network.
2.2.2.5. DR constraints. Demand response constraints are
expressed as follows ( ci2UDR and ct2Ut).

PDi;t ¼ PD0i;t � xi;t (37)

QD
i;t ¼ QD0

i;t � xi;t (38)

X
t2UT

PDi;t ¼
X
t2UT

PD0i;t (39)
X
t2UT

QD
i;t ¼

X
t2UT

QD0
i;t (40)

�
1� xmin

i zDRi
�
� xi;t �

�
1þ xmax

i zDRi
�

(41)

X
i2Un

zDRi � MNDR (42)

The set of demands participating in DR program is represented

by UDR. ðP=QÞD0i;t and ðP=QÞDi;t in (37), (38) specify the initial/modi-
fied demand pattern without/with DR activation in (37), (38). xi;t
denotes the decision variable for changing the demand pattern.
Besides, (39) and (40) ensure the energy of load before and after DR
program remains constant (i.e. DR is activated via load shifting
mechanism). The constraint (41) models the flexibility degree of

the demands. xmax=min
i specify the maximum possible increase and

decrease of demand in node i. zDRi is a binary variable; If zDRi ¼ 0
then the node i does not participate in a DR program and contrarily,
if zDRi ¼ 1 it means bus i participates in the DR program. The total
number of nodes which can participate in the DR program are
limited by (42).

2.2.3. Decision variables
The decision variables (DV), parameters (U) and the sets are as

follows:

DV ¼

8>><
>>:

Ui;t ; Jl;t ; ðP=QÞG=Di;t ; ðP=QÞwi;t ; Pri;t ;
ESi;t ; P

ch
i;t ; P

dch
i;t ; EPC; ENSt ;CENS

xi;t ; z
w
i ; z

r
i ; z

ESS
i ; zDRi ; zrl ; z

to
t;l; z

from
t;l ;

9>>=
>>;

(43)

U ¼

8>>>><
>>>>:

Vmin=max; Imax;Rl;Xl; ðP=QÞD0i;t ;Fw
t ;F

r
t

Lw;Lr; ESmin=max
i ; hch=dch;Ali;Bli

Pch;min=max
i ; Pdch;min=max

i ; FORl; kt
MNDR;MNESS;MNr;MNw

9>>>>=
>>>>;

(44)

Sets ¼ �
UDR;Ut ;Un;Ul;UESS;Uw;Ur


(45)

2.3. Multi-objective optimization problem

The proposed ORESA-DSR model is a multi-objective optimiza-
tion problem, with the aim of optimizing two objective functions,
namely EPC (given by (2.2.1)) and CENS ((11)), simultaneously
subject to the aforementioned constraints. There are several
methods to deal with multi-objective optimization problems. The
most famous methods are the weighted sum approach and the
ε-constraint method [38]. The ε-constraint method can return the
solutions for both convex and non-convex Pareto optimal sets,
while the weighted sum method is useable for convex Pareto sets
only. In order to find the most satisfying solution from the non-
dominated solution set, fuzzy satisfying criterion [28] is utilized
in this paper.

2.4. Procedure for implementation of the proposed ORESA-DSR
model

The proposed ORESA-DSR model for optimal allocation of RESs,
ESSs, DRs and optimal DSR is constructed using the constraints
(2)e(4) & (12)e(45) with the objective functions of (1) and (11). In



Fig. 2. Single-line diagram of the IEEE 33-node DS.
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order to obtain the best results from the proposed multi-objective
optimization model, ε-constraint method is used to attain Pareto
optimal front. Also, fuzzy satisfying criterion is utilized to select the
compromise optimal point from the obtained Pareto optimal set.
The steps involved in order to implement the proposed ORESA-DSR
model are described as follow.

Step 0: Input data and initialization.

� Generation forecast of RESs in day ahead market (equations (27)
and (29)).

� Demand forecast of consumers in day ahead market (equations
(13), (14), (37) and (38)).

� Energy price forecast in day ahead market (equation (1)).
� Maximum number of WTs, PVs, ESSs and DR participants
(equations (30), (31), (36) and (42)).

� Up/down limits of nodal voltages (equation (17)) and branch
flows (equation (18)).

� Initial network topology and branch data.

Step 1: Determination of the best/worst values of CENS and EPC.

� Minimization of EPC (i.e. determination of the minimum value
of EPC and the worst value of CENS)

� Minimization of CENS (i.e. determination of the minimum value
of CENS and the worst value of EPC)

Step 2: Achieving Pareto optimal front using ε-constraint
method.

Step 3: Choose the best compromise solution of Pareto-optimal
using the fuzzy satisfying criterion.

Step 4: Output results.

� Optimal values of EPC and CENS, and the Pareto optimal
solutions.

� Optimal allocation and scheduling of DR participants, ESSs, WTs
and PVs.

� Optimal radial configuration of the DS.
� Optimal power procurement from the upstream network.
Table 2
Forecasted hourly demand, output power of WTs & PVs, energy price.

h Demand [6] Fw
t [30] Fr

t [22] energy price [29]

1 0.719 0.815 0 28.0
2 0.674 0.880 0 24.0
3 0.624 0.886 0 22.0
4 0.588 0.880 0 22.5
5 0.582 0.881 0 23.5
6 0.588 0.881 0 25.0
7 0.600 0.953 0 27.5
8 0.633 0.987 0.008 31.5
9 0.644 0.985 0.050 37.5
10 0.730 0.962 0.125 44.0
11 0.793 1.000 0.418 42.5
12 0.844 0.979 0.511 40.0
13 0.875 0.945 0.516 42.0
14 0.868 0.776 0.475 43.0
15 0.851 0.673 0.418 46.0
16 0.875 0.591 0.254 47.5
17 0.951 0.487 0.050 48.5
18 1.000 0.466 0 48.5
19 0.981 0.373 0 50.0
20 0.948 0.339 0 44.5
21 0.900 0.339 0 38.0
22 0.875 0.372 0 36.0
23 0.801 0.393 0 30.0
24 0.722 0.339 0 26.0
3. Case study and numerical results

3.1. Studied system data

The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the role of RES,
ESS, DR and DSR to enhance the reliability of DS as well as to
minimize the energy procurement cost. The proposed ORESA-DSR
model is implemented in GAMS [39] environment and solved by
GUROBI [40] solver running on an Intel R XeonTMCPU E5-1620
3.6 GHz PC with 8 GB RAM.

In this regard, some assumptions are made to evaluate the
reliability indices. About the failure rate, it is supposed that the line
with the highest impedance has the failure rate of 0:4 f =yr and the
line with the least impedance has the failure rate of 0:1 f =yr.
Consequently, the failure rate of other lines can be evaluated ac-
cording to theses two values, proportionally. The repair time is
assumed to be 2 h [2]. Also, the VOLL is assumed to be 20 $/kWh [7].
The proposedmodel is applied on the IEEE standard 33-bus DS [10].
The single line diagram of this system is depicted in Fig. 2. The
upper and lower voltage limits on the nodes are 1:10 pu: and
0:90 pu:, respectively. As well as the current limit on all feeders is
0.06 pu. The peak demand value used in this study is higher than
what is reported in Ref. [10] in order to make a heavy loaded DS.
The considered peak load of the system is 4.643 MW . The load
demand of this system, alongwith theWTand PV forecasted hourly
power outputs are given in Table 2 for a typical 24 h time period.
The forecasted power outputs of WT and PV adopted from
Refs. [22,30], respectively. It is worth to note that these values for
demand, WT and PV power generations are respected to the cor-
responding peak values; for example, in time slot 18, the total load
of the system is 1:000� 4:643MW ¼ 4:643MW . The energy market
prices for the considered period are given in Table 2 [29]. As it is
also shown in Fig. 2, there are 32 normally closed lines and 5 nor-
mally open lines in the studied system. The optimal radial structure
of the system could be determined via the proposed ORESA-DSR
model.

Also, the rated capacity of each WT, PV and capacity of ESS is
assumed to be 0.50MW . The coefficients for modeling lower/upper

limits of WT reactive power outputs (i.e c
�=þ
i ) are �0:80 and þ

0:80, respectively. The technical characteristics of the considered
ESS are described in Table 3. Without loss of generality, it is sup-
posed that the DNO aims to optimally allocate two WTs, PVs, ESSs

and DR participants (i.e. MNESS ¼MNDR ¼MNw ¼MNr ¼ 2) in the
network for the given load and energy price. The flexibility degree

can be adjusted by changing the x
min=max
i;t in (41). It is also assumed

that xmin=max
i;t ¼ 0:5.



Table 3
The technical characteristics of ESS.

Parameter Value Unit

ESmax
i;t 0.5(500 KWh REDOX batteries [27]) MWh

ESmin
i;t

0 MWh

Pch;max
i;t ¼ Pdch;max

i;t
0.100 MW

Pch;min
i;t ¼ Pdch;min

i;t
0 MW

hch ¼ hdch 95 %

Fig. 3. Voltage profile of the system at the peak load (i.e. hour 18).

Table 4
Comparison of results in the different cases.

CASE I II III IV

CENS($) 497.49 268.58 275.01 292.25
EPC($) 3448.70 3298.64 3187.88 3160.18
WTs locations e 14, 32 14, 32 30, 32
PVs locations e 17, 18 17, 30 14, 17
ESSs locations e 17, 18 14, 17 17, 32
DRs locations e 14, 32 24, 25 24, 25
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3.2. Considered cases

In this paper four different cases are studied as follows.

Case I:

The network is studied in the base case condition. This case is
added for the purpose of providing a basis for comparison, and
neither WTs, PVs, ESSs, DRs and nor DSR is considered. No opti-
mization is performed in this case and just a basic power flow
problem is solved. Hence, the constraints to be satisfied are (2.2.2)-
(21). The decision variables of this case are limited to load flow

variables as follows. DV1 ¼ fUi;t ; Jl;t ;P
G
i;t ;Q

G
i;tg.

Case II:

CENS minimization (i.e. the objective function is (11)). The
minimum value of CENS is attained by considering optimal place-
ment and scheduling of WTs, PVs, ESSs and DRs, along with the
DSR. The constraints to be satisfied are (12)e(42). This implies that:

DV2 ¼ DV1∪

8>><
>>:

ðP=QÞwi;t ; Pri;t ; ESi;t ; Pchi;t ; Pdchi;t ;

xi;t ; ENSt ;CENS; z
w
i ; z

r
i ; z

ESS
i ; zDRi ;

zrl ; z
to
t;l; z

from
t;l

9>>=
>>;

(46)

Case III:

In this case the best compromise solution is obtained by
simultaneously consideration of CENS and EPC via amulti-objective
optimization model. The Pareto optimal solutions are obtained by
ε-constraint method and the best compromise solution is selected
by fuzzy satisfying criterion. The constraints to be satisfied are
(12)e(42). The set of decision variables in this case are those given
in (43), i.e. DV3 ¼ DV .

Case IV:

EPC minimization (i.e. the objective function is (2.2.1)). The
constraints to be satisfied are (12)e(42). The decision variables in
this case are as follows.

DV4 ¼ DV1∪

8>><
>>:

ðP=QÞwi;t ; Pri;t ; ESi;t ; Pchi;t ; Pdchi;t ;

xi;t ; EPC; z
w
i ; z

r
i ; z

ESS
i ; zDRi ;

zrl ; z
to
t;l; z

from
t;l

9>>=
>>;

(47)
Open lines 8-21, 9-15 7-8, 9e10, 7-8, 9-10 7-8, 9-10
12-22, 18-33 17-18, 9-15 17-18, 9-15 17-18, 14-15
25e29 28e29 28e29 28e29

CENS reduction (%) e 46.01 44.71 41.25
EPC reduction (%) e 4.35 7.56 8.36
3.3. Results

The optimal results obtained for the aforementioned cases are
presented and discussed in the following. For the sake of brevity
and comparison, the results of all cases are presented together in
some figures and tables.

Case I:

In this case, the CENS is $ 497.49 and EPC is $ 3448.70. Fig. 3
shows the voltage profile of the system in the peak loading con-
dition (i.e. the hour 18). As shown in this figure, in Case I the bus
voltages vary from 0.877 pu to 1.000 pu.

Case II:

In this case the aim is to minimize the CENS. The optimal value
of CENS is $ 268.58, which shows a 46.01% reduction in comparison
with Case I. Also, in this case, the EPC is $ 3298.64, which means a
4.35% reduction with respect to Case I. The optimal locations of
WTs, PVs, ESSs and DR in all cases (i.e. Case I-Case IV) are given in
Table 4. In this table, for each case, the values of EPC and CENS are
presented. Furthermore, the optimal reconfiguration of network
(i.e. the open circuited lines) and the percentages of reduction in
CENS and EPC are given for all cases, in order to simplify the
comparison between these cases.

As can be seen from Table 4, optimal locations the ESSs and PVs
are nodes 17 and 18 in Case II. The state of charge, charge and
discharge patterns of ESSs are depicted in Fig. 4. It is worth to
mention that the ESSs are chargedwhen the PVs inject power to the
grid (i.e. at hours 8e15 for the ESS located in bus 17, and during the
hours 7e15 for the ESS connected to node 18). But, the discharge
action is activated in the peak loading conditions, i.e. during the
hours 17e24 for the ESS located at bus 17 and the hours 17e22 for
the ESS of node 18.

In this case the buses 14 and 32 are determined as the optimal
nodes for DR provision. The new demand pattern of these buses are



Fig. 4. The hourly energy stored, charge/discharge patterns of ESSs in Case II: (a) node
#17, (b) node #18.

Table 5
Optimal power dispatch in Case II.

Time(h) Pwi;tðkWÞ Pri;tðkWÞ PGi;tðkWÞ

Bus #14 Bus #32 Bus #17 Bus #18 Bus #1

1 407.500 407.500 0 0 2675.999
2 440 440 0 0 2438.501
3 443 443 0 0 2179.820
4 440 440 0 0 2005.059
5 440.500 440.500 0 0 1973.930
6 440.500 440.500 0 0 2004.014
7 476.500 476.500 0 0 2005.347
8 493.500 493.500 4 4 2157.308
9 492.500 492.500 25 25 2152.676
10 481 481 62.500 62.500 2496.316
11 500 500 209 209 2691.325
12 489.500 489.500 228.547 255.500 2904.594
13 472.500 472.500 258 258 3042.475
14 388 388 237.500 237.500 3068.485
15 336.500 336.500 209 209 3020.985
16 295.500 295.500 127 127 3124.156
17 243.500 243.500 25 25 3740.778
18 233 233 0 0 3949.713
19 186.500 186.500 0 0 3947.246
20 169.500 169.500 0 0 3829.410
21 169.500 169.500 0 0 3609.999
22 186 186 0 0 3494.825
23 196.500 196.500 0 0 3208.651
24 169.500 169.500 0 0 2892.015

Fig. 6. Optimal configuration of the system along with optimal allocation of WTs, PVs,
ESSs and DRs in Case III.
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depicted in Fig. 5(a). The load shifting via DR program in these
buses is done by considering the energy price and load demand for
the entire horizon, such that in the modified load curve, the load is
shifted from the peak hours to the off-peak hours. Also, the optimal
places for WTs are nodes 14 and 32. Due to the high available
generation of the WTs in the hours 1e14, DR program increases the
demand of nodes 14 and 32 in these hours. For the remaining hours,
the demand is reduced.

Besides, in this case the optimal generation schedule of RESs
along with the power purchased from the upstream network, are
given in Table 5. The voltage profile of the system in the peak
loading condition (i.e. the hour 18), is also depicted in Fig. 3. It is
evidently observed from this figure that, by optimal allocation of
energy generation/management facilities such as RESs, DR, ESS and
DSR, the voltage profile of the system is improved considerably.

Case III:

In this case, the EPC and CENS are minimized via a multi-
objective optimization model. The optimal radial configuration of
the DS as well as the optimal allocation of WTs, PVs, ESSs and DRs
are depicted in Fig. 6 at this case. The proposed multi-objective
ORESA-DSR model is solved via ε-constraint method. According to
Fig. 7, the EPC and CENS are conflicting objectives, such that
reduction of one objective function results in deterioration of the
other objective. In such non-dominated Pareto optimal solutions,
the decision maker (here the DNO) aims to find a compromise
solution which yields a proper balance between the EPC and CENS.
In this paper, the compromise solution is obtained by fuzzy satis-
fying criterion. This solution is also shown in Fig. 7.

As shown in Fig. 7 at the best compromise solution, the EPC and
CENS are $ 3187.88 and $ 275.01, respectively. By referring to
Fig. 5. The hourly demand pattern in different cases (comparison with Case I): (a):
Case II, (b): Case III, (c): Case IV.

Fig. 7. Pareto optimal front of EPC versus CENS.
Table 4, this strategy can reduce the EPC and CENS up to 7.56% and
44.71%, respectively in comparison with Case I. The optimal
placement of WTs, PVs, ESSs and DRs in this case is also given in
Table 4. In this case the optimal locations for DR activation are buses
#24 and #25. The new demand patterns of these buses, are
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depicted in Fig. 5(b). Similar to Case II, this new pattern is deter-
mined by considering the optimal locations of ESSs, WTs and PVs,
as well as the hourly electricity price. It is evidently observed from
the Fig. 5(b) that since the energy price at hours 1e9 and 22e24 is
relatively low, the demand is shifted to these hours. In addition, due
to the high energy price at hours 14e20, the load demand reduced
in these hours. Also, the demand of node 24 is more sensitive to the
energy price variations, such that in hour 10 by sudden increase of
energy price, the demand of this bus reduced considerably. Also,
according to Fig. 3, in this case the voltage profile is also improved
considerably compared to the base-case (i.e. Case I).

As can be seen from Table 4, in this case the optimal locations for
ESSs are the nodes #14 and #17. The state of charge along with
charging/discharging patterns of ESSs are depicted in Fig. 8. It is
worth to note that the charging process of the ESSs is done at the
hours of the day when the available power generation of RESs is
high, but the discharge action is postponed to peak loading hours.
The optimal power dispatch in Case III is presented in Table 6.

Case IV:

In this case, the aim is to minimize the EPC. For this case, the
Fig. 8. The hourly energy stored and charge/discharge patterns of ESSs in Case III: (a)
node #14, (b) node #17.

Table 6
Optimal power dispatch in Case III.

Time(h) Pwi;tðkwÞ Pri;tðkwÞ PGi;tðkWÞ

Bus #14 Bus #32 Bus #17 Bus #30 Bus #1

1 407.500 407.500 0 0 2980.227
2 440 440 0 0 2666.709
3 443 443 0 0 2422.733
4 440 440 0 0 2256.177
5 440.500 440.500 0 0 2227.388
6 440.500 440.500 0 0 2255.637
7 476.500 476.500 0 0 2273.739
8 493.500 493.500 4 4 2406.367
9 492.500 492.500 25 25 2435.374
10 481 481 62.500 62.500 2389.195
11 500 500 208.995 209 2574.499
12 489.499 489.500 226.638 255.500 2844.032
13 472.500 472.500 231.294 258 2725.562
14 388 388 237.500 237.500 2692.561
15 336.500 336.500 209 209 2551.372
16 295.500 295.500 127 127 2828.254
17 243.500 243.500 25 25 3394.382
18 233 233 0 0 3629.998
19 186.500 186.500 0 0 3615.514
20 169.500 169.500 0 0 3509.652
21 169.500 169.500 0 0 3382.755
22 186 186 0 0 3524.391
23 196.500 196.500 0 0 3581.316
24 169.500 169.500 0 0 3470.518
optimal DSR and locations forWTs, PVs, ESSs and DRs are presented
in Table 4. As a result of DR program, the new demand patterns of
buses #24 and #25 are depicted in Fig. 5(c) for this case. Given that
in this case, the goal is to minimize the EPC, performance of DR
program is mainly influenced by the cost of energy over the entire
horizon. It can be seen from Fig. 5(c), that more load than the
previous cases is shifted to the off-peak intervals (i.e. the hours 1e9
and 22e24). Also, since at the hour 12, the energy price is suddenly
decreased, the DR acts to increase the demand in this hour. As
shown in Table 4, the EPC is $ 3160.18, whereas the CENS is $
292.25. Hence the EPC and CENS are decreased 8.36% and 41.25% in
comparison with Case I. Also, in this case the optimal locations of
ESSs are the nodes #17 and #32. The optimal schedule of ESSs is
depicted in Fig. 9. As it is observed from this figure, the ESS located
in node #32, will be charged to its maximum capacity at hour 10,
and it is discharged in the peak loading condition to cope with the
energy demand of the network.

For this case, the optimal energy share of different sources are
presented in Table 7. Also, according to Fig. 3, the voltage profile in
this case is also improved considerably compared to the Case I.
Fig. 9. The hourly energy stored, charge/discharge patterns of ESSs in Case IV: (a) node
#17, (b) node #32.

Table 7
Optimal power dispatch in Case IV.

Time(h) Pwi;tðkwÞ Pri;tðkwÞ PGi;tðkWÞ

Bus #30 Bus #32 Bus #14 Bus #17 Bus #1

1 407.500 407.500 0 0 2963.844
2 440 440 0 0 2654.832
3 443 443 0 0 2423.898
4 440 440 0 0 2258.137
5 440.500 440.500 0 0 2229.518
6 440.500 440.500 0 0 2257.615
7 476.500 476.500 0 0 2276.151
8 493.500 493.500 4 4 2404.694
9 492.500 492.500 25 25 2413.648
10 481 481 62.500 62.500 1971.032
11 500 500 209 209 1975.708
12 489.500 489.500 255.500 255.5 2740.542
13 472.500 472.500 258 258 2279.416
14 388 388 237.500 237.500 2465.68
15 336.500 336.500 209 209 2563.332
16 295.500 295.500 127 127 2839.854
17 243.500 243.500 25 25 3429.603
18 233 233 0 0 3635.24
19 186.500 186.500 0 0 3605.162
20 169.500 169.500 0 0 3524.423
21 169.500 169.500 0 0 4092.058
22 186 186 0 0 4134.892
23 196.500 196.500 0 0 3768.485
24 169.500 169.500 0 0 3478.966



Fig. 10. Variation of EPC($) and CENS($) versus xð%Þ.

Fig. 11. Variation of EPC($) and CENS($) versus MNDR .

Fig. 12. The impact of various energy procurement/management tools on the CENS
and EPC.

Table 8
Comparison of the best compromise solutions when excluding different energy procure

CASE Case I Case III without DSR

CENS($) 497.49 275.01 295.98
EPC($) 3448.70 3187.88 3235.63
WTs Locations e 14, 32 15, 32
PVs Locations e 17, 30 18, 30
ESSs Locations e 14, 17 15, 18
DRs Locations e 24, 25 24, 32
Open lines 8-21, 9-15 7-8, 9-10 8-21, 9-15

12-22, 18-33 17-18, 28-29 12-22, 18-33
25e29 15e9 25e29

CENS reduction (%) e 44.71 41.30
EPC reduction (%) e 7.56 6.17
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3.4. Sensitivity analysis

3.4.1. Sensitivity analysis on the DR participation

In order to evaluate the impact of participation rate (i.e. xmin=max
i;t )

and number of DR participants (i.e. MNDR) on the results, two
sensitivity analysis are performed here. In the first analysis, the
participation rate of DR is increased from 0% to 50% for the two
customer participating in DR program (i.e. for MNDR ¼ 2), and its
impact on EPC and CENS is investigated. The obtained results are
depicted in Fig. 10. It is observed from this figure that by increasing
the participation rate of DR from 0% to 20%, the CENS decreases
from $ 286.44 to $ 275.10. By further increase of DR participation
rate, the decrease of CENS is negligible such that it will be $ 275.01
for the DR participation rate of 50%. Besides, by the increase of DR
participation rate from 0% to 50%, the EPC decreases monotonically
from $ 3322.23 to $ 3187.88, which shows the capability of DR for
reduction of EPC.

Also, the impact of DR participant numbers is evaluated. Fig. 11
shows the impact of the number customers participating in DR
program on EPC and CENS. It is observed from this figure that by
increasing the DR participants from MNDR ¼ 0 to MNDR ¼ 4, the
CENS decreases from $ 286.44 to $ 271.32. Besides, the EPC de-
creases monotonically from $ 3322.23 to $ 3120.48. This analysis
substantiates the capability of DR program for reduction of both
EPC and CENS.
3.4.2. Sensitivity analysis to evaluate the impact of WT, DR, PV, ESS
and DSR on the Pareto optimal solution

In this case, the impact of each energy procurement/manage-
ment tool (i.e. WTs, PVs, ESSs, DRs and DSR) on the Pareto optimal
solution is investigated. The obtained Pareto fronts for different
cases is illustrated in Fig. 12. Also, Table 8 summarizes the
compromise solutions of different cases. It is observed from Fig. 12
and Table 8 that in presence of all energy procurement/manage-
ment tools (i.e. Case III), the Pareto optimal front will be better than
the other cases (i.e. both EPC and CENS are lower than the corre-
sponding values in other states). Using the fuzzy satisfying crite-
rion, the best compromise solutions are determined for all states,
which are marked on each Pareto optimal front in Fig. 12.

It is also observed from Fig. 12 that the Pareto optimal front is
affected considerably from the presence of WTs, such that in the
case of WTs absence (i.e.without WTs), the CENS is almost the same
for all Pareto optimal solutions. In the case ofwithoutWTs, the CENS
and EPC are $ 391.23 and $ 3228.92, respectively. It is reduced
21.35% and 6.37% in comparison with Case I. However, The absence
of WTs has the highest impact on the CENS compared to other
cases, such that the CENS increased by 23.36% with respect to Case
III.

Also, the absence of DR program has the highest impact on the
ment/management.

without PV without ESS without WT without DR

291.74 278.95 391.23 282.29
3207.43 3222.45 3228.92 3323.85
17, 31 15, 32 e 17, 32
e 10, 31 18, 33 14, 30
18, 32 e 18, 33 17, 18
24, 25 25, 32 24, 25 e

7-8, 9-10 7-8, 9-10 7-8, 9-10 7-8, 9-10
12-13, 28-29 17-18, 28-29 9-15, 17-18 14-15, 17-18
15e9 15e9 28e29 28e29
41.35 43.92 21.35 43.25
6.99 6.56 6.37 3.62



Table 10
Exactness checking of SOCP relaxation for different cases at bus 1 and line 1-2.

Time Case I Case II Case III Case IV

1 �6.80E-17 �3.60E-17 �8.64E-17 �2.38E-17
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EPC, as depicted in Fig. 12 as shown in Table 8, without DR program,
the EPC is $ 3323.85 which is 3.62% lower than Case I. This value of
EPC is 3.94% higher than Case III where all energy procurement/
management are utilized.
2 �1.73E-17 �3.57E-17 �2.29E-17 �6.64E-17
3 �4.56E-17 �1.43E-17 �4.70E-17 �3.93E-17
4 �7.47E-17 �1.87E-18 �4.14E-17 �7.52E-17
5 �7.22E-17 �8.99E-17 �5.79E-17 �7.34E-17
6 �5.25E-17 �4.40E-17 �6.72E-17 �8.69E-17
7 �3.18E-17 �1.35E-17 �5.58E-17 �6.53E-17
8 �5.67E-17 �3.13E-17 �5.15E-17 �4.62E-17
9 �6.24E-17 �8.95E-17 �3.69E-17 �3.60E-17
10 �8.71E-17 �2.48E-18 �6.74E-17 �4.07E-17
11 �6.57E-17 �6.42E-17 �2.12E-17 �2.02E-17
12 �8.63E-17 �5.10E-17 �6.44E-17 �5.39E-17
13 �1.23E-17 �4.23E-17 �1.96E-17 �6.98E-17
14 �8.43E-17 �6.89E-17 �1.24E-17 �4.98E-17
15 �6.80E-17 �7.66E-17 �6.19E-17 �8.22E-17
16 �2.64E-17 �4.83E-17 �1.45E-17 �1.25E-17
17 �6.87E-18 �4.78E-17 �5.34E-17 �8.80E-17
18 �3.11E-17 �4.04E-17 �8.45E-17 �9.02E-17
19 �6.94E-17 �5.56E-17 �6.39E-18 �6.89E-17
20 �8.23E-17 �2.48E-17 �1.61E-17 �5.66E-17
21 �1.68E-17 �8.52E-18 �7.30E-17 �8.53E-17
22 �4.12E-17 �4.27E-17 �2.35E-19 �1.36E-17
23 �5.46E-18 �1.97E-17 �4.09E-18 �1.62E-17
24 �8.61E-17 �7.94E-17 �3.45E-17 �1.52E-17
3.5. The exactness of the utilized SOCP relaxation

In the proposed ORESA-DSR model, if the equality constraint
(16) is relaxed to the inequality constraint (21), the problemwill be
a MISOCP optimization problem. If at the attained optimal solution
of this relaxed optimization model, the equality constraint (16)
satisfied, then this solution is also an optimal solution for the
original non-convex ORESA-DSR model. In order to demonstrate
the exactness of the relaxation, the numerical evaluation of each
side of equation (21), as well as the difference between them,which
should be less than or equal to zero, is given in Table 9. The given
values corresponds to Case IV and the hour 18. It is observed from
this table that the difference between two sides of (21) is very small
and close to zero. In other words, although (21) is the relaxed form
of the original equation (16), but this solution is also an optimal
solution to the original non-convex ORESA-DSR model. A similar
discussion exists for the remaining cases and the entire horizon. For
example, the exactness of (21) for the most heavy loaded line, i.e.
line 1� 2 in different cases, is given in Table 10. The values given in
this table, are the difference between two sides of (21) for this line.
It is observed from this table that the employed relaxation, yields
an exact optimal solution of the original non-convex model.
Table 9
Exactness checking of SOCP relaxation for Case IV at hour 18.

Sending
Bus

Receiving
Bus

Branch
Number

a ¼ ðPnetl;t Þ2 þ
ðQnet

l;t Þ2
b ¼ Jl;tUi;t a� b

1 2 1 7.05E-03 7.05E-03 �9.02E-17
2 3 2 3.05E-03 3.05E-03 �1.99E-17
2 19 18 9.72E-04 9.72E-04 �2.64E-17
3 4 3 3.01E-04 3.01E-04 �9.40E-15
3 23 22 1.05E-03 1.05E-03 7.00E-17
4 5 4 1.89E-04 1.89E-04 �1.36E-17
5 6 5 1.45E-04 1.45E-04 �7.82E-16
6 7 6 3.13E-05 3.13E-05 �7.50E-17
6 26 25 2.34E-05 2.34E-05 �1.50E-17
8 9 8 2.35E-05 2.35E-05 �8.80E-17
8 21 33 1.09E-04 1.09E-04 �2.00E-17
9 15 34 1.06E-05 1.06E-05 �8.90E-17
10 11 10 2.50E-06 2.50E-06 �1.63E-17
11 12 11 8.47E-06 8.47E-06 �1.52E-17
12 13 12 2.88E-05 2.88E-05 �1.39E-17
12 22 35 9.99E-05 9.99E-05 �1.42E-17
13 14 13 1.30E-05 1.30E-05 �7.43E-17
15 16 15 3.26E-06 3.26E-06 �6.41E-16
16 17 16 2.50E-07 2.50E-07 �1.44E-16
18 33 36 6.06E-06 6.06E-06 �7.43E-17
19 20 19 8.20E-04 8.20E-04 �1.53E-17
20 21 20 6.59E-04 6.59E-04 �1.65E-17
21 22 21 1.59E-04 1.59E-04 �1.52E-16
23 24 23 9.01E-04 9.01E-04 �2.31E-17
24 25 24 5.88E-04 5.88E-04 �2.17E-16
25 29 37 3.55E-04 3.55E-04 �6.08E-16
26 27 26 1.03E-05 1.03E-05 �1.86E-16
27 28 27 2.50E-06 2.50E-06 �1.51E-17
29 30 29 2.47E-04 2.47E-04 �6.19E-17
30 31 30 5.64E-05 5.64E-05 �1.34E-17
31 32 31 1.15E-05 1.15E-05 �1.42E-16
32 33 32 1.81E-05 1.81E-05 �8.15E-17
7 8 7 0.000 0.000 0.000
9 10 9 0.000 0.000 0.000
14 15 14 0.000 0.000 0.000
17 18 17 0.000 0.000 0.000
28 29 28 0.000 0.000 0.000
4. Conclusion

In this paper, a methodology is developed to find optimal
reconfiguration of DSs and optimal allocation of RES, ESS and DR.
The developed ORESA-DSR model is mathematically formulated as
a MISOCP problem, which is convex and returns a global optimal
solution. The proposed ORESA-DSR is a multi-objective optimiza-
tion model with the objectives of EPC and CENS. ε-constraint
technique is used to deal with these conflicting objectives and to
attain the Pareto optimal solutions. Also, fuzzy satisfying criterion is
utilized to select the best compromise solution. The benefits of the
proposed model in terms of system economics and reliability are
demonstrated through comparative case studies on the IEEE 33-bus
standard DS. The DSR, RES, ESS and DR are used as energy gener-
ation/management options which enable the DNO to operate the
system more efficiently.

Some of the main findings of this paper are summarized as
follows:

� The EPC and CENS are decreased when the DR participation
increases. This means the DR program is capable for reduction of
power procurement cost.

� Among the energy procurement options, namely WTs and PVs,
the impact of WTs in reduction of CENS is more considerable
than PVs.

� Among the energy management options, namely DR, DSR and
ESS, the impact of DR in reduction of EPC is more considerable
than ESS and DSR.

� The convex SOCP-based relaxation of the proposed ORESA-DSR
is exact and converges to the global optimal solution of the
original non-convex ORESA-DSR optimization model.
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